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Abstract. Combining the merits of the optimal search in Bayesian Theory and GA,
this paper improves the TAN classifier, which maintains the classification accuracy rate
of TAN and gives a restricted BAN classifier learning algorithm, namely GBAN. Learning the structure of the BAN classifier, a fitness function based on logarithm likelihood
and the corresponding genetic operator are designed, and network structure code scheme
is also designed, so that GBAN can constrict to global optimal structure. With the use
of several data sets from the UCI Database, the comparisons of the classification results
between GBAN and other algorithms such as TAN, BAN, GBN and Naive Bayes are
given, respectively. And the results show that GBAN algorithm can get a better classification performance.
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1. Introduction. Naive Bayesian Classifier is one of the simple and eﬃcient probabilistic ways of classifying, which shows very good eﬀects under the assumption of “class
conditional independence” [1,4], that is, given the class label of a tuple, the values of
the attributes are assumed to be conditionally independent of one another. Unlike other
ways of classifying, this assumption simplifies computation. To get parameter of each
attribute, only the values’ frequencies of each attribute in the training set need to be
calculated and there is no need for searching. But, in the real world, it’s hard to meet the
assumption of conditional independence; so many people are trying to find some other
models that can work eﬃciently without this assumption. TAN classifier (Tree Augmented
Naive Bayes) [13] can obtain MWST (maximum weight span tree) based on Chow-Liu’
MWST algorithm, which loosens the assumption of class conditional independence and
keeps the structural simplicity and advantage. But the accuracy of TAN classifier decreases when relationships among the attributes of dataset become more complex. BAN
classifier (Bayes Network Augmented Naive-Bayes) [4] loosens the assumption further,
and shows stronger learning capacity when the relationships among the attributes are
complex. However, the process of BAN learning is essentially a constrained learning
process of Bayesian Networks which has several disadvantages such as searching in very
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